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TOFEE HVAC SUPPLY            

◆ Description 

Sand Trap Louver 

Sand Trap Louver is normally used as prefilter for fresh air intake of air conditioning units for HVAC systems and for fresh air 

intake in manufacturing plants. It has a high degree of separation of sand and large dust particles even in case of high dust 

concentrations. The vertically arranged blade sections and holes for sand drainage ensure that the sand trap louver is self 

cleaning and maintenance free. It is designed to separate large particles of sand and dust from airstream at low velocities, 

thus avoiding excessive dust loading of conventional filters. It is not intended as a substitute for conventional filters. 

 

 

Construction 

Frame and blades: 1.5 mm and 1.2 mm thick high quality extruded aluminium pro-

files. 

Bird screen: 12 mm × 12 mm × 1.5 mm dia aluminium wire mesh as standard. 

12mm×12mm×1mm dia G.I wire mesh as optional. 

Drain: 20 mm dia self drain holes at the bottom of the louver. 

 

Standard finishes 

Natural aluminium anodized finish. 

Finish as per RAL color codes. 

Flexibility of finishing available on option. 
 
Optional accessories: Bird or Insect screen (aluminum or galvanized steel),  volume 
control damper, removable and washable air filters 1 or 2 inches (Aluminum)  

The frame and blades are of high quality extruded aluminium profiled construction with the advantages of corrosion re-

sistance and rigidity. Composed two sets of inverted U一channels mounted vertically on two opposite rows. 

Drain holes of diameter 20mm are provided in two rows at the bottom of the louver for emptying filtered sand and dust. 

Can be manufactured from galvanized steel sheets as option. 
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◆ Features 

◆ Dimension 

◇ Frame and vertically placed channels assembly as single unit, manufactured from high quality extruded aluminium pro-

files with the advantages of corrosion resistance and rigidity. 

◇ U shape channels arranged in two rows inverted position with enough pitch to pass the air indirectly. 

◇ Drain holes at the bottom side of the louver to drain filtered sand and dust. 

◇ Louver is fixed with a removable and washable extruded aluminium fitter with aluminium expanded mesh as the fitter 

media. 

◇ Louver is fixed with an opposed blade volume control damper which can be operated manually. 

◇ Total structure is weather proofed and the louver portion with complete aluminium body will be exposed to outside.  


